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 1. Update on Marange 

1.1 Paragraph 18 

Paragraph number  18 of The final Communiqué from the Kimberly Process Plenary meeting in 
Washington DC of 30 November 2012 that lifted special monitoring on Marange Diamonds 
recommended the Government of Zimbabwe among other issues to put measures in place that 
immediately address the situation of artisanal mining in order to combat smuggling and address security 
incidents at the mines. The government’s reluctance to address these issues has been confirmed by the 
granting of more mining licences in Marange to foreign entities at the expence of local communities a 
situation that continues to promote illegal artisanal panning activities in Marange. This situation was 
further confirmed by the Provincial Administrator of Manicaland Mr. Fungai Mbetsa in his presentation 
at the just ended workshop in Vumba when he was asked about Rera a new company that has already 
started displacing villagers in Marange. According to him his biggest challenge was to find land to 
relocate more than 14 000 families affected by the mining operations and that he has no knowledge of 
these companies because everything is coming from Harare through the Ministry of Mines without any 
consultations from local government. 

1.2. Victims Update 

1.2.1. 02/02/2013 

CRD met Admire Munindwa (photos below) aged 30 who resides in Mutare on 2 February 
2013.Sometime in December 2012, Admire and his two friends got into Anjin concession at 3.30pm to 
pan for diamonds. According to Admire they were immediately spotted by the guards who fired at them 
with Mossberg guns. Admire fell down and the guards disappeared fearing that they had killed him. He 
was later picked by the reaction team who took him to the mine’s medical officer who gave him pain 
killers. Admire was operated to remove 8 Mossberg bullets on the hip and arm but he is now facing 
financial challenges to pay for an operation to remove the remaining bullet in his abdomen. According to 
Admire the company had promised to pay for his medical bills but he waited for 3 days after the officials 
had dumped him at the clinic but they never returned. 
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1.2.2. 19/02/03 

Watson aged 27yrs of Mount Selinda Chipinge sustained two deep cut wounds on his left leg when dogs 
were set on him by Anjin guards on 19/02/13 in the Jesi Anjin concession.  His sister took him to 
Chipinge for treatment. 

1.2.3. 21/02/13 

Arumando Zeca aged 36 years from Chipunga Beira based at Checheche in Chipinge was beaten by four 
security guards and one Chinese national around 8.00am in the Chirasika mining area of Anjin.He 
sustained a deep cut on his head and he was complaining of hearing problems to his left ear when a 
community monitor interviewed him. He lost 3grams of rough diamonds and he had to sell his Nokia C 2 
for US 37 dollars in order to raise transport costs to travel back home for treatment. 

1.2.4.26/02/13 

Obert Musarira aged 23 of St Mary’s in Chitungwiza went into Marange plant dumping area where he 
was met with the reaction team around 2.00am in the morning who set dogs on him and his colleagues. 
His friend Tyson was bitten by dogs on the right hand and Brian on the left leg. Obert in the picture 
below sustained a big cut on his left leg.CRD assisted Obert to receive medical treatment through the 
Counseling Support Unit (CSU) victims fund in Mutare. 
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1.2.5.06/03/13 

John Mutakura (picture below) aged 34 years of Zimuto Camp area Masvingo   was going to fetch water 
and relish for lunch when he met with National Eye Security and members of the uniformed forces 
around the Chiadzwa restricted area. According to John he tried to run away but was overpowered by 
two dogs that bite him and he sustained serious deep cuts wounds on his head and leg. He was 
bandaged and given beta dine solution with some paracetamol tablets at Mbada Clinic and later 
dumped him at Hot springs road block where the police facilitated free transport for him to his rural 
home in Masvingo. 

                                                              

1.2.6.14/03/13 

Collin Kusina(picture below) aged 29 years of  Waterfalls in Harare was spotted by four security Anjin 
guards early in the morning coming out of Chirasika mining area. He tried to escape but was caught and 
severely beaten and sustained dog bites on his back and leg. Collin was dumped at Nyanyadzi clinic 
bleeding profusely. He received treatment there and he left for Harare.   

                                                       

1.2.7 .16/03/13 

 

Tariro Saungweme aged 25 years of Mutare Identification number 75-435419 V75 was caught panning 
for diamonds in the Marange Resources mining area at 10.30pm with his syndicate of four people and 
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immediately arrested after intense and heavy beating. He sustained a deep cut on his forehead whilst 
two members of his syndicate where also bitten by two dogs and rushed to the mining clinic for 
treatment. They were later dumped at Hot Springs business centre. Tariro went to Birch enough Bridge 
for further treatment and was discharged the following morning. 

 

 

 

1.2.8. 19/03/13 

Panganai Sigauke aged 45 years of Gaza in Chipinge was found in the Jesi mining area of Anjin panning 
for diamonds  early in the morning when he was attacked by two dogs and three Security Guards. He 
was severely bitten all over his body. He was dumped at Hot Springs Police Base. The police took him to 
Nyanyadzi clinic for treatment and he was later discharged the next morning after they had bandaged 
him and given him betadine and some paracetamol tablets. Panganai later went to Chipinge General 
Hospital for further treatment and was reported to be in a stable condition. 

1.2.9. 17/03/13 

Netsai Nechipote aged 27 years of Tanganda Tea Estate in Chipinge was caught by Mbada guards in the 
Mbada mining area during the night with a syndicate of six panners. The guards ordered the panners to 
lie down and others fled living Netsai at the hands of the guards. She was severely beaten on the 
buttocks and taken to the guard room for further beating. She was released the next morning and 
driven and dumped close to Odzi River by company guards. Netsai received US 3.00 from a local 
business woman for transport to travel back to Chipinge. She was complaining of severe pain in her 
back, toes and left leg. Her condition remains unknown.   

 

1.2.10.21/03/13 

Aaron Mazodze aged 33 years from Madondo Primary School was seriously beaten by Mbada guards 
when he was found panning for diamonds in their concession around 9.00pm.They also set dogs on him 
and he sustained deep cut wounds on his chin and left arm. He collapsed for several hours after the 
beating and was eventually taken to the company clinic where he was bandaged and then released. 
However, Aaron’s condition later deteriorated and he was hospitalized at Birchenough bridge clinic for 
three days and upon discharge he was provided transport by Mbada Diamonds to travel to his rural 
home in Masvingo. He is reported to be in a stable condition. 
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1.2.11. A follow up on Herbert Manhanga  

CRD made a follow up on the case of Herbert Manhanga who was shot at Marange Resources mining 
area on 6 March 2013.According to his sister Marceline Manhanga of 3 Brigade, Herbert was brought in 
to Mutare mortuary by the Marange National security company. His post mortem report stated two 
bullet head injuries as cause of death. Marceline mentioned that a female police officer at the hospital 
told her that no investigations were going to be further conducted because Herbert was shot in a 
protected area. The officer also highlighted that Herbert was among a group of more than 60 panners 
who were armed and attacked the guards at Marange Resources with stones and the guards only 
reacted in defence shooting Herbert in the process.  

However Marceline argued that some of the panners who attended the funeral and were at the scene of 
the incident told her that information presented by the guards was false. They told her that there were 
only 8 of them and they were walking a distant away from the security guards and had no intention of 
breaking into the Marange Resources Concession. They argued that it was the guards who ordered them 
to come to where they were standing a move which they refused. As they continued to walk Herbert 
dropped his hat and when he tried to pick it from the ground he was immediately shot and died 
instantly. The panners called upon the guards to come and witness what they had done and only two of 
them came but the one who shot Herbert did not come. The panners left the body of Herbert in the 
hands of the security guards. According to Marceline the family did not receive any form of assistance 
from Marange Resources or the Security Company. 

 CRD also followed this case with Marange Resources by pausing a set of questions to them over the 
death of Herbert.CRD spoke with the public relations manager Ms Chimweta and the corporate Affairs 
Manager Ms Muriel Nqwababa who referred us to the Company’s Chief Executive officer who according 
to them has the final say over such issues. Efforts by the Executive Officer’s Personal Assistant Ms 
Dhlwayo to grant CRD audience with the Chief Executive Officer were rendered fruitless as the Executive 
Officer could be heard over the phone instructing her to direct us to phone the mine’s switchboard 
despite his earlier promises to speak to us. Herbert was laid to rest in Mushunje village under Chief 
Marange. According to Marceline their family feels short changed by this selective application of the 
law. 

 

2.CRD Recommendations 

2.1 Human Rights and Corporate Social Responsibility  

The CRD calls upon companies mining diamonds in Marange to uphold the principles of human rights 
and practices. It calls for the companies to exercise better corporate social responsibilities that promote 
sustainable livelihoods for the communities especially where they are exploiting the community’s 
natural wealth. 
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2.2 Overhaul of the Mining Act 

The CRD calls upon the government to overhaul the Mines and Minerals Act in Zimbabwe to give 
communities permanent sovereignty over their natural resources in order to promote economic justice 
in Zimbabwe. 

2.3 Independent Enquiry 

CRD calls upon government to allow an independent inquiry into the loss of livestock due to 
contamination of rivers by mining companies and ensure that companies are held accountable and 
compensate victims for the loss.  

2.4 Compel companies to uphold Human rights 

The CRD calls upon government to force mining companies to account for incidences of human rights 

abuses taking place in Marange and to immediately address security problems in the fields.  

2.5 Regular Meetings between Communities and Diamond Mining Companies 

The CRD calls upon diamond mining companies to consult regularly with communities about the impact 

of their security arrangements and security officers must be competent and capable through training on 

human rights and security. 

 


